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Abstract. As the basis of scenes understanding for autonomous driv-
ing, lane segmentation is always a challenge due to the various illumina-
tion conditions, heavy traffics and richly-textured roads. Because of the
heavily biased distribution of lane/non-lane pixels, it is hard to achieve
satisfying results by using image segmentation networks such as fully
convolution neural networks (FCN). In this paper, we propose a new
loss function to tackle the unbalanced data distribution problem. It has
shown that the loss function significantly improves the performance of
available segmentation networks such as FCN on the lane segmentation
task.
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1 Introduction

Intelligent driving has received more and more attention from both academy
and industry. As the basis of the intelligent driving, Sensing system locates the
position of the vehicle and helps the vehicle understand the environment. Lane
detection plays an important role in sensing systems. When the high definition
map is available, lane detection system assists the positioning system to catch the
accurate position [6]. Moreover, lane detection is the indispensable component
of the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), since it can obtain the
position and posture of the vehicle relative to the lane.

In the past decades, traditional lane detection methods can be divided into
two categories [13]: feature-based methods and model-based methods. Feature-
based methods [14] extract the region of interest (ROI) of the original image and
detect the edges of the region. Model-based methods [10] hold the hypothesis on
the lane model and estimate the best lane model parameters according to the
received images. However, those methods are not robust to the complex road
environments such as heavy wear, messy lane marker, and various lane models.
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For recent years, since the deep networks can catch the robust features from
the massive labeled images to image classification tasks [4], object detection tasks
[3,5] and vision-based control tasks [19]. Several researchers applied the deep
networks to tackle the dilemma that traditional methods are underperformance
under the complex road environments [7,8,11]. Moreover, the deep networks can
discover the hidden distribution rules of the lanes from the massive images, such
as fixed lane interval and distribution over the different lane types. Those extra
experience contribute to segmenting the lanes.

Although there are some methods based on deep networks, few of which
segments the lanes in pixel-level. We propose a new loss function for deep neural
network. With this loss, many deep convolution neural network can be trained
by end-to-end and divide the pixels into the different lane types which include
solid yellow, dashed yellow, solid white and dashed white. The performances of
available segmentation networks have the noticeable improvement.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We review the related work
about lane detection and image segmentation in next section. Then we discuss
our proposed loss function. In Sect. 4 we set up experiments on our dataset and
the public dataset and show that our method achieves the best performance on
both datasets.

2 Related Work

In this section, we introduce the development of the lane detection methods
including the traditional methods and advantaged methods based on deep net-
works. We also review the deep learning-based image segmentation methods
briefly.

2.1 Lane Detection

The development of lane detection is accompanied by the intelligent driving
system. Early work put the attention on the ROI of the images [1]. They pre-
processed the region by the special color filter [16]. The edge detection operators
such as Sobel operator [15] and Canny operator were used to extract the edges
over the region. Finally, the edge images was post-processed to fit the lanes.
However, Due to the complex conditions such as the drastically changing light,
heavily wear road and various camera exposure parameters, it was virtually
impossible to choose the appropriate parameters for the color filter. When the
road texture is messy, for example with the vast lane markers, it was hard to fit
the lanes from the detected edges.

There are several work based on deep learning. Kim et al. [9] firstly applied
the convolution neural networks (CNN) to lane detection. They fed the edge
images into CNN and obtained better estimations of the lanes. This network
focused on the noise suppression rather than lane segmentation. Huval et al. [8]
rasterized the original images and classified each grid by sliding windows. The
classification model was based on CNN. The inputs of the model were the image
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patches in sliding windows. He et al. [7] proposed a hat-like filter to extract the
image patches which had a great opportunity to be lane lines. Then they built
the dual-view convolutional neural network (DVCNN) to classify the patches.
This work mostly like image classification rather than segmentation. As same as
Huval methods, Lee et al. [11] split images into grids. They proposed vanishing
point guided network (VPGNet) which was fed the whole images and predicted
each grid category. Moreover, the VPGNet detected lane marker and vanishing
points simultaneously. Different from above methods, we propose a new loss
function which enable the deep neural network be end-to-end trainable for the
lane segmentation tasks. This networks segments the lanes on pixel-level rather
than grid-level. Compared with the image rasterization, this networks achieves
more delicate segmentation images.

2.2 Image Segmentation

Deep learning produces a far-reaching influence on the field of image segmenta-
tion. The milestone is fully convolution neural network (FCN) [12] which is an
end-to-end trainable neural network for segmentation tasks. Then there are many
variants of FCN to improve the original method performance. One of those is
SegNet [2], which stored indexes during the max pooling operations and restored
the segmentation labels according to the indexes during the upsampling oper-
ations. The indexes contained some spatial information of images and helped
improve the segmentation performance.

For most CNN, researchers use the max pooling or large stride convolution
to decrease the resolution of the images. This practice achieves the larger recep-
tive field and cuts the memory requirements. On the other hand, it loses the
spatial information for segmentation tasks. Yu et al. [18] proposed the dilated
residual networks (DRN) which relieved the gridding artifact with the appro-
priate dilated rates and feasible network architecture. Dilated convolution [17]
is another important exploration of image segmentation since it expands the
receptive field with the higher resolution. The following work is aimed to seek
the way to combine dilated convolutions with FCN frameworks efficiently.

3 Loss Function

Although the current segmentation methods have obtained amazing achieve-
ments on several datasets, few studies uses these methods to segment the lanes
directly. The method of Huval and Lee method are classified as lane segmenta-
tion. However, those methods need to split the image into grids. This rasteriza-
tion loses the accuracy and confuses the different lanes in the distance.

The difficulty of the image segmentation methods for lanes segmentation is
small proportion of the lanes in the image. The proportion falls in 3%–8%. The
hypothesis of the traditional softmax loss is that each pixel may belong to any
class with the same probability. However, due to the heavily biased distribution
of lane/non-lane pixels, there are the pixels which are the candidate to the lanes
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but belong to the background most of the time. This unbalanced occurrence will
bias the model. The non-lane class has more contribution to update the weights.

Inspired by class-balanced cross-entropy loss function, we design the weighted
softmax loss function to tackle this problem.
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where L is the set of lane pixels, B is the set of background pixels, k is the
sample in each batch K. f is the neural network output for each pixel. l is the
label for the output. α is the balance parameter. For the lane pixel, the gradient
of the loss of the output is. C is the set of the classes.
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The gradient of the non-lane pixel is obtained in the same way.
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If the probability of the pixel belonging to the lane in the whole dataset is p, the
sums of the gradients for classifying the pixel to the lane and the non-lane are
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N is the number of the batches used to train the network. To make the model
classify the pixels without bias, we want to have

−αpN

−(1 − α)(1 − p)N
= 1. (5)

It is obvious that α = 1 − p. It is impossible to choose the precise α for each
pixel. So we need make a trade-off over the whole image pixels to choose the
parameter.

Another view of this loss function is the special attention mechanism. This
loss improves the pixel weights and also their effect for network which makes the
model focus on the lane pixels.
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4 Experiments

We evaluate several networks on lane segmentation dataset and Caltech lanes
dataset [1]. Those models are trained by Adam with batch size 8. All implemen-
tation are based on the Tensorflow framework.

Random flipping and random cropping are employed in augmenting the
datasets. The flipping transforms the images from left-sided view to right-sided
view. Random cropping imitates images changing when the camera is jittering.
The F1 score is used to evaluate the performances. Figures 1 and 2 show the
scores.

Precision =
True Positive

True Positive + False Positive
(6)

Recall =
True Positive

True Positive + False Negative
(7)

F1 =
2 × Precision × Recall

Precision + Recall
(8)

4.1 Lane Segmentation Dataset Results

Lane segmentation dataset is composed of 5000 training images and 3000 test
images and covers variant scenes such as the crowded urban roads, the country
roads, and the highway. The labels contain solid yellow line (including single
yellow line and double yellow line), dashed yellow line, solid white line and
dashed white line. According to the traffic rules of China, the vehicle should not
across the median strip of the road and solid yellow lines. Therefore, when the
median strip or solid yellow lines appears, we only detect the lanes on the same
side with the vehicle.

Fig. 1. The F1 scores on lane segmentation dataset. (Color figure online)
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We train the FCN with normal softmax loss function and our loss function on
the lane segmentation dataset. The F1 scores over different classes are shown in
Fig. 1. The FCN with the loss has higher F1 score than the original FCN. The
DRN whose decoder network is same as FCN is trained with our loss function and
has better performance than the original FCN except on the dashed yellow type.

The original FCN almost only detects solid yellow lines and dashed white
lines since these two kinds of lines nearly occur in every image. The results in the
second column of Fig. 3 suggest that FCN is insensitive to lanes due to the heavy
unbalance between lane pixels and non-lane pixels. Compared to the results of
FCN trained with our loss function, this unbalance is eliminated. In Fig. 3, the
third column segmentation results almost cover all the lanes pixels, but they also
cover some non-lane pixels, which cause the lower precision. According to the
fourth column results of the figure, The DRN reliefs this problem to some degree
since the final feature maps have larger resolution with the same receptive field
and remains more spatial information.
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0.843 0.8770.893 0.8760.884 0.869

Cordova1 Washington1

F1
 sc
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e

FCN-8s FCN-8s with the loss DRN with the loss VPGNet

Fig. 2. The F1 scores on Caltech lanes dataset

4.2 Caltech Lanes Dataset Results

Caltech lanes dataset includes four clips taken around streets in Pasadena, CA
at different times of the day. We train the networks on two clips (636 images)
and evaluate those networks performance on the other two clips (585 images).
We also compare the networks with vanishing point guided networks (VPGNet).
VPGNet is the multi-tasks model which segments the grids instead of the pixels
and achieved the state of art on Caltech lanes dataset. The labels of the dataset
are the lane lines which are represented by Bezier curve parameters. In practice,
the lines width is set to 8 as the ground truth maps of segmentation tasks.

The line metric [11] F1 score is used to evaluate the performances of different
networks. It is different from F1 score of image segmentation. It is computed
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by the following way: The minimum distance from predicted lane pixel to the
sampling points from Bezier curve is calculated. If the distance is less than the
threshold, the pixel is true positive. Otherwise, it is a false positive. The results
are shown in Fig. 2.

The DRN with the loss is slightly better than VPGNet. The loss function
is helpful since the FCN with the loss has better performance than original
FCN. Interestingly, The performance of DRN with the loss is as same as the
FCN with the loss on the Washington1 dataset. Figure 4 is the segmentation
results on Caltech lanes dataset. It is obvious that the results of the original
FCN on Caltech lanes dataset are better than the results on lane segmentation
dataset. The most probable reason is that the lanes positions in the images on
Caltech dataset are tedious while the positions on lane segmentation dataset are

Fig. 3. The segmentation results on lane segmentation dataset. The first column is the
ground truth. The second to the fourth columns respectively correspond to the results
of the original FCN, FCN with the loss, DRN with the loss. Yellow, blue and purple
correspond to solid yellow, solid white and dashed white. (Color figure online)

Fig. 4. The segmentation results on Caltech lanes dataset. The green means the lanes
pixels. The first column is the ground truth. The second to the fourth columns respec-
tively correspond to the results of original FCN, FCN with the loss, DRN with the
loss. (Color figure online)
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changeable. By comparing the second column with third column, it is conceivable
that the loss function makes the FCN model focus on the lanes pixels.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we present the new loss function to train the network on the special
segmentation tasks, such as heavily unbalanced pixel labels. This loss function
make the deep convolution networks focus on the segmented objects. The results
on lane segmentation dataset and Caltech lanes dataset show this loss function
significantly improves the performance.
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